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Local foods may be the best path for promoting
Many communities hoped housing developments
community economic development.
would offer an alternative. Yet the cost of
services for new housing often exceeds the new
Jobs and tax base have often been cited as the
tax base generated.1 Moreover, the global
primary reasons to adopt community
mortgage crisis stalled many housing
development proposals. Yet these traditional
developments. Nor are homeowners wellgoals have been frustrated in recent years.
positioned to take on new debt: American
Many economic developers find themselves
consumers report that their net worth has been
uncertain what to do.
negative since 2001. The average household
lost $49,000 of net worth from 2001-2006,
After the high-tech bubble burst in 2001, fewer
primarily by taking on new mortgage debt.2
high-wage jobs were created. This pushed
more communities to compete with each other
Since state and local governments in the U.S.
for lower-wage firms. Often they get little in
pay over $50 billion in subsidies each year
return for the incentives and subsidies they
[$42,000 per job created]3 trying to attract new
extend. Even after collecting public payments,
development, many seek better returns on their
many firms moved their operations elsewhere —
investment. Counties in the U.S. also shoulder
often to foreign countries — in search of even
immense welfare costs, for instance sharing with
cheaper labor. This leaves the communities
hospitals and the federal government almost
themselves depleted, and frustrates taxpayers.
$100 billion per year to pay for medical care for
Certainly, few lasting benefits result.
the uninsured.4
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Tragically, our diet contributes to these medical
costs, since food has become a leading cause of
death. A high-calorie diet, combined with a lack
of exercise, accounts for one-fifth of the annual
deaths in the U.S.5 Six of the fifteen leading
causes of death are related to faulty diet and
low physical activity.6

number of times a dollar cycles through a locale;
a higher number means more money is
recycled.
Local foods can also reduce energy use. This is
not simply because the average food item in the
Midwest travels 1,500 miles from farm to
plate.12 This is also because we are accustomed
to eating foods out of season, often preferring
special foods from far away to those that can be
raised where we live. American consumers buy
$880 billion of food each year13 — yet only onetenth of one percent of this ($812 million) was
purchased directly from farmers.14

Eating fruits, vegetables, and whole grains is
vital to health. Yet only 23% of U.S. adults eat
the recommended five servings of fruit and
vegetables each day7 — which would help
reduce the risks of cancer, heart disease, stroke,
diabetes, arthritis, birth defects, and
osteoporosis.8 Many have only limited access.

For these and many other reasons, we are
deeply dependent on oil to eat. Seventeen
percent of all the energy used in the U.S. is
devoted to our food supply — and this costs
America $139 billion.15

These trends mean local officials feel pressure
from constituents who are looking for better
local food choices. Local economic studies show
that many U.S. regions lose hundreds of millions
of dollars each year because they import food
from far away, or because farmers spend more
money raising food commodities than they get
back from the marketplace.9

Bringing the food supply back home brings great
results. In one eight-county area of Iowa
centered around Cedar Falls-Waterloo, the
University of Northern Iowa’s local foods
initiative sparks $2.2 million of new food sales.16
Iowa State University research showed that if
that region’s consumers ate five locally-grown
fruits and vegetables each day for only the three
months when they are in season, it would create
$6.3 million of labor income, and 475 new jobs
within the locale.17

Even when farms prosper, little of the money
they earn recycles through the locale. Research
at Iowa State University shows that the
multiplier for a farm may be 1.4 in an area
where large-scale farms prevail;10 smaller farms
in small-farm areas of Wisconsin report a higher
multiplier of about 2.6.11 The multiplier is the

How can local foods play a role in Community Economic Development?
Since all of us eat every day, everyone can contribute. Some development deals are so complex
that only a handful of folks even know what is going on. Food engages us all. Local foods builds new
social connections, and new skills.
Local foods can create livelihoods for those who already live in your community. People will
form stronger loyalties to your region by working together to build local foods businesses.
Youth are excited about growing food — yet lack land and capital. Local food offers youth a
reason to get engaged.
Reduce energy and health care costs. Trading local foods will stem the flow of dollars away from
your locale. People who know where there food comes from will eat with greater care.
Clusters of local food firms will recycle more money through your locale. As local firms trade
with each other, they create a flow of dollars that will keep money at home.
MORE on next page!
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You can fill multiple needs at once. Your locale will build healthier farms, more community kitchens,
and stronger processing plants, warehouses, distribution centers, brokers, and retail food stores, as well
as a more reliable food supply if people eat local food first.
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